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Battle disc mod apk no ads

App DetailsPublisher SayGamesOS AndroidSize 38MVersion 1.7.0MOD Features Unlocked Skin, No AdsGet it Google Play DownloadBattle Disc MOD APK is the latest game that SayGames has just given players. One can see that SayGames recently released many interesting games, most of them are beloved
players with a simple and addictive gameplay. Every time this publisher starts, we know that there is a great game coming up. Evidence shows that every time SayGames launches a new game, these games are ranked at the top of the app store rankings. So Battle Disc will be a promising game in the future that will
continue to be a successful SayGames. Currently the game has received more than 500 thousand downloads along with nearly 10 thousand pops from Google Play, although it was just released a week ago. Battle Disc will still have a fairly simple game similar to the games it spends, which is a simple game, but can be
addicted to players, although there is only one game mode. Throwing a plate to defeat opponentGame Battle Disc was created to play sports quite interesting, not too complicated, but very addictive. Your task in this game is to control the character, use the plate and throw away the opponent's defense. Specifically, the
screen will be divided vertically in half, you protect your defense system below, the player at the top with brick rows is a defense system. To win, you need to destroy that defense with the right step, and most importantly you need to stop the opponent's pitches if you do not want to fail. To attack, drag and drop the
character on the screen, and then play the drive to throw it away. This principle requires accurate adjustment of the drop angle so that the flying saucer hits the opponent's tiles. The drive will keep bouncing until you touch your character or opponent if someone gets the drive will have the right to throw it. Therefore, you
need to skillfully throw, so that the drive is not captured by the opponent. Until you destroy the opponent's defense system, you win, you complete that level and enter a new level. At each level you will face different opponents, be it 1 person, 2 or more people. The more people you have, the harder it is to throw things
into your brick line. Not only patrons, but you also face obstacles to throwing a disc, so it is important to accurately throw the drive without getting a disc. The more you go to the next level, the harder you come across when faced with more people, and they throw drives very accurately. Can you beat them? MOD features
Unblock All SkinsNo Ads: Remove ads absolutely for free, do not spend money to buy publisher VIP packageNote: Click the gold coin button forced to useDownload Battle Disc MOD APK Sure you will enjoy what this battle disc game brings. But you should note that you should not play too much of this game, because it
is very addictive, a lot failed to stop his game. And below is a link to download game battle disc mod apk for you, just download the file and install it as usual as play, do not root the device. Battle Disc MOD Apk v1.6.0 Throw disk and remove opponents defense. But be careful... If he catches the disc, he'll throw it back.
Battle Disc is a new fun game from game developer SayGames. Recently, the games of this manufacturer received a lot of community attention. Their games are purely creative ideas, simple design suitable for many devices and all ages. Battle Disc is such a game that is full of attractive elements. This game is inspired
by the disc throwing game. In this article we will give you all the interesting information about the game, as well as provide a link to download a modified version of the game with more advanced features, Battle Disc Mod Apk. Let's find out now! The addictive gameBattle Disc is a competition among interesting characters.
They are simulated quite similar to real people with full parts. In the game, the characters will move to the table and begin throwing plates. Your mission is to destroy the boxes on the table. When you destroy all the opponent's boxes, you win the game. When you throw plates, the opponent can stop them from catching
them. So, you can do the same to block the opponent's throwing stages. Throwing the disc, he will face objects on the flyer. It will bounce back into many different directions, which is quite difficult to guess. You need to monitor them very quickly to catch them. In addition, you should use some random performances to
beat your opponents faster, for example, throwing a bomb. The tasks are very diverse to conquer. In addition, AI will become more intelligent, which can very well assess the direction of the disc, so you need to practice more and more. Battle Disc has very simple and easy control. Just swipe over and drop the direction
you want to throw the disc. With only one finger you can control the whole game. Also, one thing that some players don't like is that the manufacturer has placed ads in this game. However, you need to understand that it is necessary for any manufacturer to keep its work. You can view your ads and get interesting
random awards. If you don't want your ads to show while playing, turn off the network connection before you start it. Many interesting itemsBattle Disc provides some simple elements for players. They don't need to update. Instead, you just collect them or buy them for direct use. Below, you can specify some interesting
items:Drive: Many special drives for collecting. They create various themes such as classic, party, action and special.Costumes: Costumes will make your character stand out in matches. They bring more colors into their battle, but they won't power up the character. Body: Some typical body sizes will also be included in
the you choose. You can have fat, skinny, sports form and more. Images and soundsBattle Disc provides fairly simple images. He doesn't like players like other 3D games. However, it will be more optimized to integrate with multiple devices. Images will not be the strength of this game. The sound is very good with live
touch operation and explosion sound. ConclusionBattle Disc is a fun game. This provides a lot of interesting gaming experience with creative ideas. In addition, in this article we would like to present to you a modified version of the game called Battle Disc Mod Apk. This version will give you more advanced features than
the original version. You can see that everything is unlocked for you. Please click on the link below to download the game! If you have any ideas about the game, leave a comment below! Thanks and have fun! Choose a version of Battle Disc MOD (Unlocked) Download Now Battle Disc (MOD, Unlimited Coins) - A
fascinating simulator for your Android device in which you have to face many strong opponents. You are waiting for a colorful world in which you need to run colored drives on your opponent so that he not only can not catch him, but also breaks his defense. After all, if the disc gets into it, it will throw it at you, and you will
need to protect yourself in every possible way. To ensure the quality and atmosphere of the simulation program / game, people will always recommend users to download the latest version of Battle Disc (MOD, unlimited coins) Apk. You can download it directly from the Google Play Store. But this will give you only the
original version. You don't have to worry about the modified version and people who find it hard to access the Google Play Store or who can't download the app for any other reason. We are here to solve all your problems. Many sites claim to offer the latest updates on Battle Disc (MOD, Unlimited Coins) ACR, but none
of them really prove their point. However, sites with older links to older versions are not useful. Those who can not download Battle Disc (MOD, Unlimited Coins) Apk from the Google Play Store for any reason, do not worry! The link we provide gives you access to an updated version of the game that allows users to
unlock all levels and modes. All you have to do is go through the installation process to get the latest version of Battle Disc (MOD, Unlimited Coins) AP. SayGames Android 4.1 + Version: 1.7.0 $0 Battle Disc (MOD, Unlimited Coins) - a casual arcade game with elements of physics in which your task, while on the playing
field, is to start the drive so as to destroy the enemy defense, which consists of various blocks, but keep in mind that if your opponent can catch the shell, then your base will be attacked. And yes, you will find many levels and, of course, a system of achievements and bonuses You can use during the game. Dynamic
game, minimalist graphics and physical model will make battle disc a great time killer. Updated version 1.7.0! 1.7.0!
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